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FIFTH TERM OF ARITHMETIC SEQUENCE

TABLE–SELECTION GAME

Select one correct answer for each of the questions in the test and press the
Finish button at the end. The answers will be validated automatically.

Warning: The interactivity in this PDF file is enabled by
Javascript. For full funcitonality you have to use the Javascript
capable PDF browser. Currently only Adobe Reader is
available.



FINISHSCORE

Find the 5th term of the given arithmetic sequence, where an is its nth term, d is its common difference,
and sn is the sum of the first n terms of this sequence.

1. a3 = 2, a8 = −8 −4−2246 −4−2246 −4−2246 −4−2246 −4−2246

2. s4 = 14, a1 = −1 38111415 38111415 38111415 38111415 38111415

3. a1 = 2, a2 = −2 −14−12−604 −14−12−604 −14−12−604 −14−12−604 −14−12−604

4. s3 = 9, d = 2 157913 157913 157913 157913 157913

5. a4 = 10, a6 = 300 150154155160161 150154155160161 150154155160161 150154155160161 150154155160161

6. a1 = 3, d = −1 −2−1017 −2−1017 −2−1017 −2−1017 −2−1017

7. s10 = 145, a10 = 19 910121314 910121314 910121314 910121314 910121314

8. a10 = 9, d = 3 −9−6−3024 −9−6−3024 −9−6−3024 −9−6−3024 −9−6−3024



Perfect, keep it up!Good job, buddy!Wow! Do your friends by any chance call you
Wolfram or maybe Alpha?

Amazing! Incredible!You are the champion!Good work, have a biscuit.Great. Next time you won’t make any mistakesYou are so close!
You just made a misclick.

Hermione’s top of the class title is almost on the
line.

Great! Only millimetres
away from perfect.

All great scientists made some mistakes in their
life. Just like you.

You can do better! You have to work harder!It is not so bad, but you still have
a lot to catch up on.

To be average, or not to be average?
That is the question.

Not great, not terrible.
You are somewhere in the middle.

Pity, you might need to practice more.You avoided an F, but that doesn’t mean you don’t
have to study more.

Just a little better and you will be average.Keep trying. It will be better next time.It wasn’t Enigma,
so where is the problem?

Your math knowledge
is just like the square root of −1.

There was a time
Einstein couldn’t count to 10 either.

For this test - the goose is in the oven!
Try another test.

Do you know that you have to click
on the right answer?

We should blame the weather!

Correct answers:




